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Opinion statement
Microvascular coronary dysfunction (MCD) is an increasingly recognized cause of cardiac
ischemia and angina, more commonly diagnosed in women. Patients with MCD present with the
triad of persistent chest pain, ischemic changes on stress testing, and no obstructive coronary
artery disease (CAD) on cardiac catheterization. Data from National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute (NHLBI)-sponsored Women’s Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation (WISE) study has shown
that the diagnosis of MCD is not benign, with a 2.5% annual risk of adverse cardiac events
including myocardial infarction, stroke, congestive heart failure, or death. The gold standard
diagnostic test for MCD is an invasive coronary reactivity test (CRT), which uses acetylcholine,
adenosine, and nitroglycerin to test the endothelial dependent and independent, microvascular and
macrovascular coronary function. The CRT allows for diagnostic and treatment options as well as
further risk stratifying patients for future cardiovascular events. Treatment of angina and MCD
should be aimed at ischemia disease management to reduce risk of adverse cardiac events,
ameliorating symptoms to improve quality of life, and to decrease the morbidity from unnecessary
and repeated cardiac catheterization in patients with open coronary arteries. A comprehensive
treatment approach aimed at risk factor managment, including lifestyle counseling regarding
smoking cessation, nutrition and physical activity should be initiated. Current pharmacotherapy
for MCD can include the treatment of microvascular endothelial dysfunction (statins, angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitor, low dose aspirin), as well as treatment for angina and myocardial
ischemia (beta blockers, calcium channel blockers, nitrates, ranolazine). Additional symptom
management techniques can include tri-cyclic medication, enhanced external counterpulsation,
autogenic training, and spinal cord stimulation. While our current therapies are effective in the
treatment of angina and MCD, large randomized outcome trials are needed to optimize strategies
to improve morbidity and mortality.

Introduction
Physicians often encounter patients with angina, abnormal stress testing, and no obstructive
coronary artery disease (CAD), which is the triad for the suspicion for diagnosis of
microvascular coronary dysfunction (MCD). Approximately 50% of women undergoing
coronary angiography will have no obstructive CAD by angiography [1, 2]. These patients
have normal ventricular size and function and were previously diagnosed with Cardiac
Syndrome X, which was believed to be a benign condition [3]. New data demonstrate that at
least half of the patients diagnosed with Cardiac Syndrome X have MCD [4]. Data from the
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) sponsored Women’s Ischemia Syndrome
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Evaluation (WISE) study has demonstrated a 2.5% annual risk of adverse cardiac events
including death, myocardial infarction, stroke or congestive heart failure [4,5] in subjects
with MCD. Angina in the setting of MCD is believed to be due to myocardial ischemia.
Invasive coronary reactivity testing (CRT), with the use of acetylcholine, adenosine, and
nitroglycerin, is used to diagnose MCD, and to risk stratify patients for future cardiovascular
events. In a complete CRT procedure, use of vasoactive substances, such as adenosine,
acetylcholine, and nitroglycerin can detect abnormalities in both endothelial and non-
endothelial pathways of coronary macro and microvascular dysfunction (Table 1). CRT can
also be useful for differentiation of angina and MCD from Prinzmetal’s angina and
abnormal cardiac nociception [6]. While invasive coronary reactivity is considered gold
standard for the diagnosis of MCD, non-invasive testing including adenosine stress cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) to detect subendocardial ischemia, positron emission
testing (PET) to detect abnormal coronary flow reserve, and single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) can provide objective evidence suggestive of MCD.

Clinicians should consider MCD in the differential diagnosis in patients with persistent chest
pain, objective evidence of myocardial ischemia either by stress testing or myocardial
infarction but no obstructive CAD [7]. Failure to recognize MCD can lead to increased
healthcare costs and increased patient morbidity from repeated non-invasive and invasive
tests, as well as psychological stress from diagnostic and therapeutic uncertainty [8]. Once
the diagnosis of MCD is considered, available therapies include medications to treat
atherosclerosis and endothelial dysfunction (statin, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor,
low dose aspirin) and to reduce ischemia (beta blockers, calcium channel blockers, nitrates,
ranolazine and enhanced external counterpulsation). This review focuses on current
strategies for treatment of angina and MCD.

Treatment
Many of the known risk factors associated with MCD are similar to the known risk factors
for obstructive CAD, and include smoking, hypertension, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia.
Aggressive treatment of risk factors appears indicated in the setting of MCD. There are a
variety of pharmacological and non-pharmacological strategies for treatment of MCD
(Figure 1), and many of the strategies have established evidence of benefit in CAD.
Therapeutic lifestyle change regarding smoking cessation, nutrition and physical activity is
important to improve endothelial dysfunction and anginal symptoms. Patient referral for
exercise training in cardiac rehabilitation programs should also be strongly considered as it
improves resting diastolic blood pressure, body mass index and exercise capacity in MCD
patients [9].

Treatment for atherosclerosis and endothelial dysfunction (statin, angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitor, low dose aspirin) is important. Statins improve endothelial function and
decrease levels of C-reactive protein [10]. Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE-
I) improve coronary flow reserve in patients with microvascular angina, likely mediated
through their benefit on endothelial dysfunction [11, 12]. Angiotensin receptor blockers
(ARBs) can be used in patients who are intolerant of ACE-Is, although no data is available
in MCD subjects. Insulin resistance is has also been linked to endothelial dysfunction; use of
metformin can improve microvascular function [13]. Pharmacologic therapy for MCD also
includes the conventional anti-anginal medications of beta blockers, calcium channel
blockers (CCB), nitrates and the newer anti-anginal medication ranolazine. A newer
generation of beta-blockers with alpha-blocking properties may offer additional benefit in
patients with angina and MCD. Although there is evidence that estrogen therapy improves
endothelial function short-term in MCD subjects [14], hormone therapy increases the risk of
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adverse cardiac events in women with ischemic heart disease [15]. Estrogen therapy is not
recommended for the treatment of cardiovascular disease including angina and MCD.

Non-pharmacological treatments can be used to improve MCD symptoms in patients who
seek additional alternatives treatment options. Enhanced external counterpulsation (EECP)
is an FDA-approved strategy for angina with obstructive CAD and therefore may be of
benefit in angina and MCD [16]. Additional symptom management techniques include:
regular exercise through cardiac rehabilitation, hypnosis in cases of high autonomic tone,
and spinal cord stimulation in rare cases due to abnormal nociception. Regardless of the
modality, therapy should be tailored to the individual patient based on their suspected
underling pathophysiology, preference for pharmacotherapy, symptomatology, and
motivation to participate in non-pharmacologic programs.

Below is a list of strategies for treatment of angina and MCD.

Therapeutic Lifestyle Change [17]
• Reduced intakes of saturated fats and cholesterol

• Therapeutic dietary options for enhancing LDL lowering (plant stanols/sterols and
increased viscous [soluble] fiber

• A Mediterranean style diet, with olive oil as the principal source of fat, use of fish
over red meat, and abundance of fresh unprocessed fruits and vegetables, has been
shown to improve endothelial function and inhibit oxidative stress [18].

• Weight reduction

• Regular moderate intensity physical activity for 30 minutes on most, if not all, days
of the week

• Smoking cessation

• Moderate alcohol intake (no more than one drink per day in women, no more than
two drinks per day in men)

Pharmacologic Treatment
Aspirin

A high percentage of patients with MCD have atherosclerosis detected by coronary intra-
vascular ultrasound (IVUS); therefore, aspirin should be considered for secondary
prevention of cardiovascular events in patients with MCD [19].

Beta-Blockers
Beta-blockers are effective in reducing frequency and severity of anginal symptoms [20] and
can be used effectively in treatment of angina in MCD. Beta blockers that also have alpha
blocking activity (labetolol, carvediolol, nebivolol) may be preferred in patients with MCD
since these agents have been shown to improve CFR in the setting of ischemic heart disease
[21]. Both carvediolol and nebivolol have anti-oxidant properties that improve endothelial
function [22, 23]; however, there is a lack of randomized controlled trial data in patients
with MCD comparing these individual agents at this time.

Calcium Channel Blockers
CCBs selectively block the transmembrane influx of calcium ions into arterial smooth
muscles. Their antihypertensive effect is through the reduction of systemic vascular
resistance and vasodilation of peripheral arteries. CCBs are recommended as first line
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therapy for Prinzmetal’s angina [20] because they inhibit coronary vasospasm. Diltiazem
has not been shown to improve CFR in MCD [26], and in direct comparison trials, beta
blockers were found to be more effective than CCBs in symptom control of angina [24, 25].
Among patients with Prinzmetal’s angina, symptoms may worsen with beta-blockers and
require CCBs for symptom control.

Nitrates
Along with beta-blockers and CCBs, nitrates can be used in angina management. They
stimulate cGMP production which relaxes vascular smooth muscle cells, cause dilatation of
peripheral arteries and veins, and relieve angina. Nitrates are available in a variety of
formulations, from short acting sublingual tablets to long acting topical patches. Sublingual
nitrates may be effective in approximately 50% of patients with angina and MCD [27].
Nitrate free intervals are important since a major limitation of their use is the development
of tolerance in many patients.

Other Anti-Anginals: Ranolazine
Ranolazine is a novel anti-anginal therapy that is FDA-approved for treatment of chronic
stable angina in patients with CAD [28]. Although the various mechanistic actions are
unclear, it is thought to inhibit the late sodium current of the cardiac action potential. In
ischemic myocardium, intracellular acidosis impairs sodium homeostasis and leads to
calcium overload. Inhibition of sodium entry leads to improved sodium and calcium
homeostasis and improved anginal symptoms [29]. Ranolazine is unique in that it produces
anti-anginal effect without hemodynamic consequences of altering blood pressure or heart
rate. This medication can be considered in patients with refractory angina and used as
supplemental therapy to a regimen of beta blockers, CCBs, and nitrates, or as first line
therapy in patients with contra-indications to traditional anti-anginal medications.

HMG-COA Reductase Inhibitors (Statins)
Statins inhibit the conversion of HMG-CoA to mevalonate, which is the rate limiting step in
the biosynthesis of cholesterol. Reduced cholesterol synthesis also causes an increase in
LDL receptor synthesis, which further lowers serum LDL. Beyond the LDL lowering
effects, statins have been shown to improve CFR [30], and improve exercise tolerance and
reduce angina, likely due to anti inflammatory effects on endothelial function [10]. Patients
with MCD should be considered for treatment to a goal LDL of less than 100, and ideally
70, given the high prevalence of coronary atherosclerosis by IVUS, as per the current
guidelines for secondary prevention [17].

ACE inhibitors/Angiotensin Receptor Blockers
ACE-Is inhibit the conversion of angiotensin I to angiotensin II, the potent, primary effector
of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, which is involved in several cardiovascular
processes, including blood pressure regulation, endothelial function, and vascular
inflammation. ACE-Is can be used in MCD to improve coronary endothelial function [11],
and have been shown to improve exercise duration and CFR in patients with MCD [31]. A
majority of patients with MCD are women, and pregnancy counseling is critical when
prescribing ACE-I to women, due to their known teratogenic effects. ARBs have also been
shown to improve CFR [32], and should be used in patients who are intolerant to ACE-Is,
but they are relatively more expensive as most are still on patent, however losartan has
recently become generic.
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Tri-Cyclic Medications
Tricyclics such as imipramine and amitriptyline block multiple receptors, including
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors, H1 and H2 histamine receptors, sodium and calcium
channel receptors. They also inhibit reuptake of serotonin and norepinephrine. They are used
to treat patients with chest pain due to abnormal cardiac nociception. In a randomized,
placebo-controlled trial of patients with angina but no obstructive coronary artery disease,
imipramine has been shown to reduce frequency of anginal episodes [33].

Physical Activity and Therapy
• Exercise has clearly been shown to improve endothelial function and improve

exercise capacity [9]

• Patients who are part of a well documented exercise program such as cardiac
rehabilitation have improved quality of life, psychological morbidity and symptom
severity [9].

Cardiac Rehabilitation Program
Cardiac rehabilitation programs involve a multidisciplinary approach with cardiovascular
exercise, nutritional education, and psychological counseling. The program usually includes
36 telemetry monitored sessions completed over a twelve week period. Patient compliance
and motivation to complete such a program is the key to their success. Patients who
complete the 36-monitored session phase of cardiac rehabilitation may progress in a
maintenance program to continue their progress. The costs of these programs vary
depending on insurance coverage and the program. A physician prescription is needed for
referral to cardiac rehabilitation and angina is a covered diagnosis for most insurers.

Autogenic Training
Autogenic training is a hypnosis-based relaxation technique consisting of six standard
exercises aimed at reducing autonomic anger and stress symptoms [34]. The goal is for the
patient to gain more control over autonomic functions, improve anxiety and reduce heart
rate and blood pressure, resulting in improved symptoms and quality of life.

Other Treatments
• Enhanced external counterpulsation (ECP) is an approved non-invasive therapy for

angina which improves myocardial ischemia and endothelial function, and can be
used in patients with angina due to MCD[16].

• Invasive, non-pharmacological interventions include transcutaneous electrical
nerve stimulation (TENS) and spinal cord stimulation are effective albeit last resort
pain management strategies. These therapie are aimed at treating the abnormal
excitability of the nociceptive system [35]. Spinal nerve stimulation may be able to
restore habituation to peripheral nerve stimuli [36]

Enhanced External Counterpulsation
ECP can be used for treatment of angina that is unresponsive to standard therapies.
Pneumatic stockings are placed on the patient’s lower extremities and inflated and deflated
during diastole and systole, respectively. The aim is to reduce afterload and to increase
preload to improve endothelial function and promote collateral coronary flow. Sessions last
for one hour, five times per week and is continued for up to 2 months. It is contraindicated
in patients with severe peripheral vascular disease and deep vein thrombosis. The procedure
is generally well tolerated, but side effects include persistent muscle aches, fatigue, and
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dizziness. It is a time consuming method that requires many sessions, but in adherent
patients with refractory angina it has been shown to improve symptoms [16]. The cost varies
as well, depending on the program and insurance coverage, but angina is a covered
diagnosis for many insurers.

Spinal Cord Stimulation
Implantation of spinal cord stimulator device has been used in select patients with refractory
cardiac chest pain who are thought to have abnormal nociception [36]. It cannot be used in
patients who have implanted cardiac devices or who are on anticoagulation therapy.
Complications related to the procedure include epidural abscess formation, bleeding, and
neurological damage. It is significantly more expensive than conventional therapies, but can
be considered to control symptoms and reduce hospitalizations and repeated, unnecessary
cardiac testing.

Emerging Therapies
• PDE-5 inhibitors, such as sildenaphil, may be appropriate in some patients who

have persistent MCD unresponsive to traditional anti-anginals and can avoid long-
acting nitrates [37].

• L-arginine, a precursor of nitric oxide, is emerging as a potential therapeutic agent
due to its beneficial effect on endothelial function by promoting release of nitric
oxide, and by reducing levels of endothelin-1, a potent vasoconstrictor [38].
However, it increases mortality in post myocardial infarction patients [39] and its
safety in MCD patients is unknown.

Conclusions
Women with angina, objective evidence of ischemia, and no obstructive CAD have a high
prevalence of MCD. Angina and MCD is associated with adverse cardiac morbidity and
mortality, and treatment should be aimed at ameliorating symptoms to improve quality of
life, decrease the morbidity from unnecessary and repeated cardiac catheterization, and
reduce risk of adverse cardiac events. Treatment of angina and MCD can include therapeutic
lifestyle change including smoking cessation, nutrition and physical activity; medications to
treat atherosclerosis and endothelial dysfunction (statin, ACE-I, low dose aspirin), as well as
medications to reduce angina and ischemia (beta blockers, CCB, nitrates, ranolazine).
Additional symptom management techniques can include tri-cyclic medication, autogenic
training, ECP, spinal cord stimulation and possibly PDE-5 inhibitors and L-arginine. While
our current therapies are effective in the treatment of angina and MCD, large randomized
outcome trials are needed to optimize strategies for morbidity and mortality.
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Figure 1.
Algorithm for the treatment of angina and microvascular coronary dysfunction. ACE-I
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors; ARBs angiotensin receptor blockers; CAD
coronary artery disease; CCBs calcium channel blockers; ECP external counterpulsation;
MCD microvascular coronary dysfunction.
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